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Abstract
Broadened service based computing in the cloud environment makes nowadays rapid computations easier. The cloud forms the
structure for security and authentication mechanism which provides the privacy equipped cloud and storage that concentrates more
on biometric authentication services which enhances the provable security in the persistence environment. In this paper the major
focussing area is authentication based on biometric iris recognition which uses security levels based on iris. There are three phases
that includes the secure based cloud storage service in the first phase the biometric authentication that uses the morphology
identification server (MIS) divides the work path of iris identification at various levels such as segmentation, sectoring, normalization,
generates iris code that which matches with the MIS data storage. The second phase the persistent environment provides provable
security enhancement in storing the data at different storage medium to extend the service robustness in cloud. The third phase is
detecting the dynamic worm in the travelling data via cloud environment and the detection lists the report and that yields the partial
decrypted data to the user. The user then decrypts the message to get back the original encrypted file.

Index Terms: Biometric authentication, persistent cloud storage, dynamic worm detection, security enhancement.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** -----------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
Even though we use our own hard drives to store data and feel
that capacity is enough, in some cases the need for the
capacity occurs and the present hard disk memory does not
satisfy the user at that situation, user need to expand here
storage. To do so they involve in upgrading or replacing the
drive with a large capacity one, or using an external storage
device. The same problem occurs not alone in home drive but
also in organization also. To overcome this most of the
organization start to use the cloud storage service. Where the
memory can be use based on our needs and pay for that and
too expand the memory at more needs. The usage of tablets
and ultra-books gets increased this driving a tendency that
cloud storage not only tempting, but obligatory these devices
limited GBs of memory for storage. This limited storage
involves in detriment it during the ease and transportability.
Cloud provides a logical solution through accessing the
connection during the portability. Limitless volume, virtually
universal access is some of the essential benefits of cloud data
storage. Expanding the storage or upgrading it was the
temporary solution where the size odds are not considered and

use it for one day need not for longer and there is a risk in it.
But in the case of cloud there is not any risk in filling it. Cloud
provides higher capacity plan with less cost instead of
spending more money in buying a new storage device. To plug
a short period essential provisional capacity can added in
cloud, and then change to the storage plan without burdened
with drives that no extended need. Through the help of
internet, cloud connection was made and the data was
accessed or shared from anywhere in the world. More efficacy
and creative opportunities in work are provided by cloud with
the data in the PC.
The security concerns issues related to the cloud storage that
focuses on reliability and security. The users of cloud are
guaranteed to entrust the data that are stored via internet
connectivity. The information that are provided can be
accessed from anywhere at anytime.
Ensuring security some combinational techniques that are as
follows with primary security features:
 Some complex based authentication security
algorithms are used to encode and decode the files.
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The authentication process is required to create log
on and log out session.
The authorization task is ensured to access the
information to store in the cloud infrastructure.
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Density (PSD) 2 Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) .PSD is a
provision of a scan traffic volume and SFM used to separate
the dynamic worm from normal worm

Replication of data that is copies of data are stored in different
servers in the cloud for the robustness. This helps in retrieving
of data as long as one storage server endures.
The current world with the promoting technologies, the need
of security rises. The security authentication is focused in
different fields such as government, commercial, military and
research. In different sectors this system already implemented.
But some issues occur on the existing system. Passwords and
ID cards are commonly used in the traditional security
systems. These are not given unique identification and not
reliable for an particular since passwords may be forgotten and
ID cards may be lost. To overcome these drawbacks, the
biometric technique can be used.
Biometrics is the verification and identification of human
sameness. It can be sorted into two classes are Physiological
and Behavioural. The physiological characteristics are palmprints, fingerprints, hand geometry and Iris recognition and
Behavioural characteristics are the voice-prints, gesture,
signature, etc. which are unique to every person. Iris
recognition is best for other biometrics technique because two
human’s Iris will not be same, even if they are twins. Also the
right and left of an individual’s Iris differ which paves way for
reliability.
A worm is a self-imitating virus that does not revise files but
subsist in dynamic memory and reproduce itself. Every time
a contaminated computer program is used then Computer virus
or Worm can reach to hard disk. Viruses or Worms are shifted
among computer systems using various technique; AN active
worm are called spiteful software program that spread itself
on the Internet to pass on a harms to other computers, These
worms consist of “Code-Red” worm in2001 [8], “Slammer”
worm in 2003 [9], and “Witty”/“Sasser” worms in 2004 [10].
Normal Worms are produce set of general network traffic. So
traditional worms will be easily identifiable using overall
traffic of the network .antivirus software is used to clean a
worm affected system. but it is not possible to clear if the
operating system of a system gets changes by worms. A
dynamic Worm is unusual from normal worms because of its
capacity to smartly operate its scan traffic volume over time.
Dynamic worm activities are unseen and its development is
totally maintaining a secret. Normal worm detection process is
not possible to sense dynamic worm. So we use unique
method called spectrum based analysis method to sense the
worm. It contains two techniques namely 1. Power Spectral

Fig1-: Biometrics Oriented Device authentication and worm
detection in Cloud Service.
The above diagram is categorized into three phases. The first
phase describes that the biometric device oriented
authentication process takes place with the Morphology
Identification Server which checks the iris code that matches
to authenticate with the existing user and that is stored in the
data storage.
The Second phase is the persistence environment that
accumulates incoming data and when demand arises the partial
decryption takes place.
The third phase enhances the detection of dynamic worm and
decrypts the worm free data.

2. MORPHOLOGY IDENTIFICATION SERVER
There are various significant factors that restrict the
advancement of Iris Recognition Systems. First, the
identification of execution is highly affected by the accuracy
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and robustness of iris segmentation. Second, sectoring the iris
regions on the right and left sides in different angle based on
the iris image. Third, normalization based on sectored iris.
Fourth, generating the iris code only for the sectored part of
the iris. Finally, the hamming distance method is used to check
the similarities between two iris codes. All of these
provocation call for the exertion towards developing accuracy,
high-precision, robust and time complexity.

2.1 IRIS Segmentation

Fig-3: Sectoring

The eye image is separated into Iris region with the
approximation that iris shape is circle. The below equation is
Daugman method [1], inner and outer boundary of iris are
placed by using the operative integro differential operator.

The sectoring is analyzed for different angles 20, 40, and 60
based on the Iris as shown in figure 4.


I ( x, y )
G (r )*
ds


 r r , x , y 2 r

(1)

max ( r , x p , yo )

Where,
0 0
I(x, y) is the eye image
Gσ(r) is a smoothing function of Gaussian
r is the radius
s is the circle of contour given by x0, y0, r.

The center point of the iris are acquired by using row or
column profile method, it using information which the inner
boundary (pupil) areas are gloomy than the other iris areas.
Iris segmentation result shows the below figure 2.

Fig-4: Sectored image at 20 degree

2.3 Normalization
The Daugman’s rubber sheet model can applying the sectoring
concept.
I(x(r, φ), y(r φ), y(r, φ))  I(r, φ) (2)
x (r, φ) = (1-r) xp (φ) +rxi (φ)
(3)
y (r, φ) = (1-r) xp (φ) +ryi (φ)
(4)
(x, y) is the eye image
r is the radius
Gσ(r) is a smoothing function of Gaussian
s is the circle of the contour given by y0, x0, r.

Fig-2: Iris Segmentation
Iris image Normalization processing segmented the iris and
enhancement processing to enhance the normalized Iris [2].

2.2 Sectoring
Before normalizing the iris the sectoring is taken place at
that particular region. In this paper, sector the iris regions
at the angles 20, 40 and 60. After the Normalization stage
is based on the sectored iris regions. The left and right side
of the A and B regions follows the below figure 3 is best bits
of iris regions.

Fig-5: Daugman’s rubber sheet model
Where,
φ is (
),
m denotes the 3n, Here n align from 3, 4, 5…
r denotes the Inner and Outer boundary of iris range.
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This denotes the angle of variations respectively. The
Normalized Iris image can applying the Daugman’s rubber
sheet model for sectored regions as shown in below figure 5(a
& b). Then the sectored part of the Iris is generating the iris
code.
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2.5 Matching:
Hamming Distance
In order to calculate the similarity of two iris codes, hamming
distance method is used as equation (5) and lower hamming
distance means the higher similarity.

(5)
Where Ah(i) and A,(i) mean enrolled iris codes over the 40
horizontal and vertical direction. And Bh(i) and B,(i) mean
new input iris codes over the horizontal and vertical direction.
Fig-5(a): Iris region

And N is total number of cell and
defined as equation (6).

means the XOR operator

(6)

Fig-5(b): Normalization Iris region

During Matching the input image is undergone all the above
processing steps and the final iris code is generated for 3
sector regions.

2.4 IRIS Code

(7)

The given Iris code value is encoded into 256 byte. Each
pixel value will be created the unique code. The uniqueness
rely of the code rely on the randomness of the Iris pattern &
uniqueness of the Iris. The below figure 6 shows Iris Code
image.

(8)
The performance evaluation of proposed method was
measured by the two error rates such as FRR and FAR. The
false acceptance rate (FAR) was computed as equation (7) and
the false rejection rate was computed as equation (8).

3. PERSISTENCE ENVIRONMENT:

Fig-6: Iris Code

Cloud persistence system was designed in a manner that the
message d (or) data to be stored was divided into n blocks in m
distributed storage server. In cloud persistence system a
threshold proxy re-encryption scheme was introduced to
provide a secure data storage [3][4]. Codes over an encrypted
message were supported by this scheme. This persistence
server independently encodes the given data and performs
partial decryption. The general parameter settings are m=anc
where c ≥ 1.5 and a > √2, m=anc permits the number of
storage servers that must be more than the number of chunk of
messages. To increase the entire replicas message symbol
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directed to storage server the number of storage server
allocation was determined. The combination of encrypted
message symbols with encoded results is stored in each
storage servers because of that increase in size was not
possible in the storage server. The replication process
improves the robustness of the data and the server allocation
helps in replacement of new storage server in the case of faults
(or) failure.
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3.4 System Recuperating

3.1 Data Storage
In this phase, user performs data encryption that has to be
stock in the cloud persistence system with the Identifier ID
and posts it into the arbitrarily elected storage server [6][7].
The storage server that obtains message involves in the
corrosion of the message d into n blocks d1, d2… dn. Linear
combination of received cipher texts was performed by each
storage server and data storage was done with the code word
generated. Fewer numbers of n blocks might be received by
the storage server so undertake that the value of n is known by
the storage servers.

Fig8-: System Recovery
RCPS: Randomly Chosen Persistence Server.
D1, D2, D3, Dn: re-encrypted data.
PS: Persistence Server.
DCW: Double encrypted Code Word.
An inclusion of novel server was done when a storage server
under goes failure situation. Here m available storage servers
are queries by new storage server and received code word
symbols are combined by the novel server and store in it.

4. Warm Detection

Fig7- : Data decomposition

3.2 Proxy Re-Encryption
The cipher text with the identifier ID by a user was reencrypted using the secret key provided by the user[4]. Each
data blocks decomposed by a server were re-encrypted with
the help of provided secret key SK ID of a user. The secret key
was distributed to other storage servers to perform code word
symbol re-encryption and for lateral recovery appeal by user.

3.3 Data Retrivel
Data stored by the user was retrieved by sending a request to
the storage server. An authentication procedure was
accomplished by a storage server after receiving the request
from the user. Then the code word symbols from the randomly
chosen servers are gathered by a storage server and partial
decryption was performed using the secret key. Then the
partly decrypted code word symbols are pooled to obtain the
original message M.

Fig9-: Dynamic worm detection
Fig:9 describes the worm detection is the third phase of the
biometric device architecture which the dynamic worm can be
detected in two basic forms are by scanning the system the
detection of worm can be monitored and while accessing the
web may detect some ananymous worm detection is made and
named as web worm.
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4.1 Dynamic Worm
The Dynamic worm performance is to be hidden and its action
is absolutely kept secret. It is to influence the systems but
won’t diminish the traffic level. First, the current network in
the Dynamic worm searches all the Internet Protocol then it
classifies the number of worm affected systems, number of
protected systems, number of worm affected systems &
number of vulnerable systems. The Discrete Mathematical
model is used to detect the worm and control the worm is
based on special technique called spectrum and C-worm
focuses only the vulnerable systems. In this paper uses the
power spectral density (psd) allocation of the scan traffic
volume and its equivalent spectral flatness measure (sfm)
to differentiate the C-Worm traffic from surrounding traffic

4.2 Spectrum Based Analysis
The activities of the worms contrast in the time sequence
is used to find out by Spectrum method and Its activities
watchful also. To recognize the activities of the worms we
apply Spectrum method. Once we find the behaviour
is modified, the system will be aware to identify the
worm and we could capable to find whether the worm is
static or dynamic activities. Detecting based on spectrum
that uses the reachable destination count which contains the
targeted IP addresses of destination are launched and scans
when the propagation of worm. There are two way which the
worm can then be propagated they are dynamic worm
propagation and static propagation either of this can
propagate. These may be spread across the web hosts, routers,
and firewalls and other gateways. Monitoring the guarded
traffics and responsible to monitor and exposing to the admin.
It is then the responsible for the admin to take over the ride on
the received traffic logs and the detection is made on the worm
attacks.

4.3 Power Spectral Density (PSD)
Use the allocation of PSD and its corresponding SFM of the
scan traffic to identify the dynamic Worm spread in the
Frequency domain. Convert data from the time domain into
the frequency domain to find the PSD allocation for worm
discovery data. The power of a time series is distributed in the
frequency domain is described by PSD. The time series be in
contact to alter in the number of worm occurrence that
aggressively carry out scans over time.

4.4 Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM)
SFM used to categorize the scan traffic of the dynamic Worm
from the ordinary worm scan traffic to compute the flatness of
the PSD. ordinary worm scan traffic does not focus at any
particular frequency and some frequent incidence are presents
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here that are not reason for its random dynamics .dynamic
Worm monitor the port-scan traffic details, it will be tough for
the dynamic Worm to create the SFM related to the
background traffic. Closed-loop control nature of dynamic
worm is the reason for the small value the SFM. It can
describe abnormality performance of the worm in certain
range of frequencies.

CONCLUSION
In the featured based computing environment the cloud plays
the vital role to take over the evolutionary storage models that
enhances the security based computation make the strengthen
services. The biometric strategy that enriches the provable
security enhancement in cloud storage with the iris recognition
acts as the primary authentication medium to perceive the
strong verification service. The analysis about the morphology
identification server that checks with input iris by different
levels and makes sure there is a match with the existing iris
and provide authorized access. The persistent environment that
works with the different location based stored servers that
communicate with the persistent storage server to exchange
information. While the travelling of data via cloud storage
takes place the detection of dynamic worm and checks if any
detected worm exists and reports the worm details. The partial
decryption takes place and then generates the worm list.

Finally the decryption is implemented by the user to get
the novel message via globally connected cloud service.
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